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IOM NCA for GBR
From:
To:

Sent:
Attach:
Subject:

"Jan Dejmo" <jan@dejmo.com>
"Alejandro Culasso" <iomarg@gmail.com>; "Eero Laurila" <e.laurila@kolumbus.fi>; "Eric Horwitz"
<e.horwitz@keltcognac.com>; "Geoff Smale" <nzrya.iomicarep@radioyachting.com>; "Heinz Bohn"
<RCSegel@aol.com>; "Jeff Kay" <jeffkay@eircom.net>; "mentges"
<mentges@modellyachtkonstruktion.de>; "Joop de Jong" <info@iom-ned.nl>; <adebono@digigate.net>;
"Jim Robinson" <samefa@lesamoa.net>; "Benjamin Wittlin" <bwittlin@mepart.ch>; "Ken Dobbie"
<kendobbie@netspace.net.au>; "Andrzej Mielicki" <andrzejm@hot.pl>; <des@carpets.co.za>; "Yukihiro
Sako" <Yukihiro.Sako@nrj.ericsson.se>; "Mark Dennis" <international-sec@mya-uk.org.uk>; "Søren
Andresen" <soeren_andresen@yahoo.dk>; <president@crya.ca>; "Antonio Augusto"
<aaslima1511@uol.com.br>; "Claus Lindström" <claus.lindstrom@hotmail.com>; "Robert Grubiša"
<robert.grubisa@ri.htnet.hr>; <sailing@goldenhorn.co.nz>; "Torvald Klem" <torvald.klem@spor.no>;
<chris.vaes@zonnet.nl>; "David Turton" <treasurer@iomclass.org>; <tuerk.helmut@a1.net>;
<prciardi@pulsante.it>; "Des Dwyer" <dwyerdes@yahoo.co.uk>; <markosa@hol.gr>; "Stefano Savelli"
<stefano@savelli.com>; <secretario@velarc.com>; "Anders Wallin" <anders.wallin@helsinki.fi>; "Pedro
Egea" <vcinfocomms@iomclass.org>; "Mike Clifton" <mike@cmyachts.co.uk>; "Lana Butler"
<lanahb@bellnet.ca>; "Lasse Rand" <rand1@profibermail.dk>; "Ole Peder Bjørsom" <olepeder@modellseiling.org>; "Olivier Cohen" <olivierfra3700@gmail.com>; "Paulo Gomes"
<info@apmv.net>; <willy.sablon@kone.com>; "Peter Allen" <stilettocruises@yahoo.com>; "Ricardo
Pollono" <rpollono@gmail.com>; "Barry Fox" <secretray@iomclass.org>; "Steve Landeau"
<SLandeau@sbcglobal.net>; "William Astbury" <wastbury@terra.com.br>; "Vinnie Zammit"
<vinnie.zammit@gmail.com>; "Richard Rowan" <iom-nca-sec-08@mya-uk.org.uk>; "Simon Clarke"
<info@onemetre.co.za>; "Rolf Koster" <rolfkoster@cvrc.cl>; "Serge Bertran" <serge.bertran@gmail.com>;
"Zelimir Saljic" <zsaljic@EUnet.yu>; <jgg@ultranet.com>; "Corrine Aulnette" <corinne.aulnette@ffvoile.fr>;
"Zoran Grubiša" <zoran@scor.hr>; "Alfonso Moreno" <secretariovelarc@gmail.com>; "Gerd Mentges"
<mentges@rcsegeln.de>; "Faas, Henning" <webmaster@vdmys.de>; "Dieter Lagemann" <RC-Segeln@dlagemann.de>; "Winkley Nigel" <winkley@gmx.de>; "Gerhard Schmitt" <gerhardottoschmitt@web.de>;
"Kreiß Stefan" <stefan.kreiss@emz-hanauer.de>; "Luitz, Walter" <Walter.Luitz@t-online.de>; "Lampe,
Thaddaeus" <thaddaeus.lampe@gmx.de>
28 October 2009 08:21
ISAF RSD Future 10-09.doc
Re: Comments on "Comment by RSD Chairman Elect" by DSV, Germany

Dear All
Just a few comments regarding the future of the RSD and IOMICA.
It is clear that the IOM class attract sailors from other ISAF disciplines of sailing and ISAF Class status would no doubt increase its
attraction. Among "big boat" sailors taking up IOM sailing there will be those who will try other radio sailing (RS) classes. The RS growth
potential is big and having sailors change from one class to another not only within radio sailing but also over discipline borders will help.
The IOMICA has contributed considerably to the -- for radio sailing unprecedented -- growth and spread of the IOM class. If the existence
of IOMICA would be negative to the growth of other RS classes it would be an indication that the promotion of these classes ought to be
improved. Getting rid of IOMICA would not be a very progressive step.
One thing we need to keep in mind when considering the future organisation of radio sailing is that ISAF affiliates Classes and not
organisations. A class, however, shall be represented by an International Class Association (ICA) and an ICA can represent one or more
ISAF Classes.
Following the discussions at various forums I feel there is a fear that going the "ISAF route" would mean that things would have to change
on national level. However sailing under the ISAF Racing Rules of Sailing -- as we do -- national organisation is subject to agreement with
the ISAF MNA and this will not change if the IOM becomes an ISAF Class.
Regards
Jan Dejmo

27 okt 2009, 23.53 gerd mentges wrote:
Dear All
Please find enclosed DSV comments on "Comment by RSD Chairman Elect" circulated 16 October.
Kind regards

28/10/2009
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Gerd Mentges
DSV, Germany

Dear All
Just a few comments regarding the future of the RSD and IOMICA.
It is clear that the IOM class attract sailors from other ISAF
disciplines of sailing and ISAF Class status would no doubt increase
its attraction. Among "big boat" sailors taking up IOM sailing there
will be those who will try other radio sailing (RS) classes. The RS
growth potential is big and having sailors change from one class to
another not only within radio sailing but also over discipline borders
will help.
The IOMICA has contributed considerably to the -- for radio sailing
unprecedented -- growth and spread of the IOM class. If the existence
of IOMICA would be negative to the growth of other RS classes it would
be an indication that the promotion of these classes ought to be
improved. Getting rid of IOMICA would not be a very progressive step.
One thing we need to keep in mind when considering the future
organisation of radio sailing is that ISAF affiliates Classes and not
organisations. A class, however, shall be represented by an
International Class Association (ICA) and an ICA can represent one or
more ISAF Classes.
Following the discussions at various forums I feel there is a fear
that going the "ISAF route" would mean that things would have to
change on national level. However sailing under the ISAF Racing Rules
of Sailing -- as we do -- national organisation is subject to
agreement with the ISAF MNA and this will not change if the IOM
becomes an ISAF Class.
Regards
Jan Dejmo

27 okt 2009, 23.53 gerd mentges wrote:
> Dear All
>
> Please find enclosed DSV comments on "Comment by RSD Chairman Elect"
> circulated 16 October.
>
> Kind regards
>
> Gerd Mentges
>
> DSV, Germany
>
28/10/2009
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